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We consider the computational complexity of evaluating nested
counterfactuals over a propositional knowledge base. A counterfactual
p>q is a conditional query with the meaning ‘‘If p would be true in the
knowledge base, would it then hold that also q is true,’’ which is dif-
ferent from material implication p O q. A nested counterfactual is a
counterfactual statement where the premise p or the conclusion q is a
counterfactual. Statements of the form p1>( p2 } } } ( pn>q) } } } )
intuitively correspond to conditional queries involving a sequence of
revisions. We show that evaluating such statements is 6 P2 -complete
and that this task becomes PSPACE-complete if negation is allowed in
a nesting of this form. We also consider nesting a counterfactual in the
premise, i.e., ( p>q)>r, and show that evaluating such statements is
6 P4 -complete, thus most likely much harder than evaluating p>(q>r).
Finally, we also address iterated nestings in the premise and the mix of
nestings in the premise and the conclusion. ] 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
A counterfactual is a conditional query ‘‘if p, then q,’’
where the premise p is false in the current context [14], e.g.,
‘‘This afternoon the electricity failed; if it hadn’t failed, din-
ner would have been ready on time.’’ This is customarily
written as ‘‘p>q’’ to distinguish if from material implication
‘‘p O q,’’ which is trivially true if p is false in the current con-
text. The evaluation of a counterfactual in a certain context,
which is described by a knowledge base, can be done using
the Ramsey test, which roughly states that p>q is true if the
minimal change to accept p requires accepting q. Counter-
factual reasoning is nonmonotonic in the sense that by
augmenting the knowledge base a previously valid counter-
factual may become false. Several types of counterfactuals
have been defined in the literature, based on different
methods for updating a knowledge base (for overviews, cf.
[37, 19, 9]). The method used in the present paper is the
classical approach by Fagin, Ullman, Vardi, and Kuper
[11, 10], which is one of the most important methods for
updating logical databases. This method was later used in
AI by Ginsberg, who demonstrated the relevance of coun-
terfactual reasoning to a number of AI and knowledge base
applications in [14]. The reader is referred to this and [10,
12, 19, 37, 23, 16] for a background.
The complexity of evaluating counterfactuals over proposi-
tional knowledge bases, i.e., finite propositional theories, was
considered in [23, 16, 9]. For the method of Fagin, Ullman,
and Vardi, evaluation was shown to be 6 P2 -complete [23, 9].
In the present paper we deal with nested counterfactuals
over propositional knowledge bases, i.e., counterfactuals
where the premise or the conclusion can be counterfactual
itself, instead of a plain propositional sentence.
Counterfactuals with nestings in the conclusion, i.e.,
statements p>(q>r), have a natural meaning. Intuitively,
such statements correspond to conditional queries involv-
ing a revision p followed by a revision q. We define the
semantics of such statements according to [11, 10, 14] and
determine the complexity of evaluation. Counterfactuals of
this form are often used in real-life contexts and are an
important principle of common-sense reasoning.
Example 1. Consider the following scenario, which is
taken from the realm of diagnosis. Assume that structure
and functionality of the electric system of a car is stored in
a knowledge base, which is maintained as a logical theory.
(Note that such a logical description is essential to model-
based diagnosis [26].) In this scenario, the following state-
ment is plausible: If the headlight would be turned on and
it would not shine, would it then shine if the fuse protecting
the headlight would have been replaced by a new one? If
switchon represents that the headlight is turned on,
lightshines that the headlight shines, and fusereplaced that
the respective fuse has been replaced by a good one, then the
statement amounts to
(switchon 7 clightshines)
>( fusereplaced>lightshines). (1)
Note that this statement is different from (switch
on 7 clightshines 7 fusereplaced )>lightshines, which
clearly is always false (clightshines is in the premise while
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lightshines is in the conclusion). In order to properly
evaluate the statement (1), the current knowledge base has
to be first revised by incorporating the information
switchon 7 clightshines, and after that by incorporating
fusereplaced; note that the latter step may cause that
clightshines is no longer true and retracted from the
knowledge base. For example, if it is known that all other
involved components are ok (say the battery, the wires, and
the lamps), then the fact that also the fuse is ok, together
with the natural relationships between the propositions
(stored as formulas in the knowledge base), implies that the
headlight shines, and hence lightshines is derivable from
the knowledge base.
Therefore, depending on the initial context, the statement
(1) might take different values. For example, if it is known
that all other components except the fuse are ok, then it
naturally evaluates to true, while if it is known that, e.g., the
battery is broken, then it should take the value false.
More generally, nestings into the conclusion can be
iterated. A statement of the form p1>( p2> } } } ( pn>q)
} } } ), which we call a right-nested counterfactual, is true over
a knowledge base T precisely if T, after the sequence of revi-
sions p1 , p2 , ..., pn , implies q, i.e., ( } } } (T b p1) } } } b pn) < q,
where b is an update operator, i.e., an operator that allows
us to incorporate new information p into a theory T, yield-
ing a consistent theory T b p, even in the case if T is inconsis-
tent with p. Right-nested counterfactuals are, for instance,
naturally relevant to planning and reasoning about actions
(cf. [15, 36]). Thus, the complexity results derived for right-
nested counterfactuals (that is, inference after iterated
knowledge base revision), have practical applications in this
field.
The alternative to nesting a counterfactual into the conse-
quence is nesting into the premise, i.e., a nesting ( p>q)>r,
which we call left-nesting. Intuitively, ( p>q)>r means
‘‘Would r be true in the closest context where p>q is true.’’
Note this is different from ‘‘if p>q, then r,’’ which is true if
p>q is false. Nestings ( p>q)>r are relevant to practice, as
the following example shows.
Example 2. Imagine a technical system that has several
components, e.g., a hardware board, whose structure and
functionality is described in a logical knowledge base. The
system is capable of detecting a certain error (e.g., a mis-
match of two signals on the board), if, whenever this error
occurs, it is reported by the system (e.g., a special error
signal is set true). Suppose now that the system should be
made error detecting, i.e., it should be modified so that it is
capable of detecting this specific error. A natural question
that rises in this context is whether a certain component
(e.g., a particular resistor) will be present in the system after
the modification. Let e represent the fact that the specific
error occurs, r that error occurrence is reported, and c that
the particular component is present in the system. Then, the
question amounts to the statement (e>r)>c on the current
state of the system. Indeed, if d stands for capability of error
detection, then the question amounts to d>c: If the system
would be error detecting, would then c be present? On the
other hand, capability of error detection amounts to e>r:
if the error would occur, would it then be reported? Thus,
since d=e>r, the question amounts to (e>r)>c.
We define a semantics of left-nested counterfactuals and
determine the complexity of evaluation. We also consider a
possible extension to iterated nestings of this type, and to
the mix of left-and right-nestings. However, it seems that
iterated left-nesting and mixed nestings are conceptually
involved and lack simple intuitive applications.
Our study also includes allowing negation in nesting
counterfactuals, i.e., statements like p>c(q>r). This is
motivated by natural relevance, shown, e.g., by game
applications.
Example 3. Consider a two-person game in which,
starting from an initial state, the players move in alternation
until the game is over (e.g., chess). A player has a forced win
at a certain state of the game, if he will win regardless of his
choice for his next move.
Suppose that the game has reached a certain state after n
moves m1 , ..., mn . Player 1, who is in turn for the next move
mn+1 , is concerned about the consequences of his choice for
the move. Suppose he wants to know the following: Is it the
case that, regardless of my choice for the next move,
Player 2 does not have a forced win (i.e., not every choice of
Player 2 for his next move will result in a win of Player 2).
Let mi represent the fact that the i th move has been made,
and w2 that Player 2 wins. Then, the question of Player 1
amounts to the statement mn+1>c(mn+2>w2) over the
knowledge base Sn describing the current state of the game.
Indeed, if the knowledge base Si , i0, describes the state
after the i th move, then Si b mi+1 describes the state after
the (i+1)th move. (Note that, according to the different
choices for the move, different states may result.) Therefore,
a forced win of Player 2 after the (n+1)th move amounts
to whether mn+2>w2 is true on Sn+1. Consequently,
Player 1’s question amounts to whether mn+2>w2 is false
on Sn+1=Sn b mn+1; this is equivalent to whether
mn+1>c(mn+2>w2) is true on Sn .
The main results of this paper are shown in Table I.
There, statements are assumed to be of the form :>;,
where :, ; are propositional formulas or, in general,
possibly negated and nested counterfactuals. In positive
statements, no negation in front of any nested counterfac-
tual is allowed. The nesting depth is the maximal level
at which an elementary counterfactual p>q is nested;
an ordinary counterfactual p>q has nesting depth 0 (see
Section 2 for a precise definition). The results in Table I are
commented as follows.
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TABEL I
Main Complexity Results on Evaluating Nested Counterfactuals
:>; Nesting depth 1 Nesting depth <k Unbounded nesting
Pos. right nesting 6P2 -complete 6
P
2-complete 6
P
2 -complete
Right nesting 6P2 -complete 6
P
k+1-complete PSPACE-complete
[Pos.] left nesting 6P4 -complete In 6
P
2k In PSPACE
Mixed nesting 6P4 -complete In 6
P
2k PSPACE-complete
Deciding positive right-nested counterfactuals
(statements of the form p1>( p2> } } } ( pn>q) } } } )) is 6 P2 -
complete. This is rather surprising and can be viewed as a
positive result. It has an interesting consequence for the two
basic approaches to cope with iterated knowledge base
revisions. The first incorporates each revision into the
knowledge base and needs in general exponential space and
time, while the second stores the initial knowledge base
and the syntactic sequence [ p1 , p2 , ..., pn] of revisions
separately and accounts for it in query answering. Our
result guarantees that the second approach does not get
substantially (i.e., exponentially) harder when the sequence
of revisions increases, which strongly favors this approach.
Note that, as shown in Section 3.1, refining the evaluation
of right-nested counterfactuals by the method of priorities
[11, 23], which attaches a priority value to each formula,
does not change the complexity. Rather, the complexity
decreases to 2P2 if the priority values are pairwise distinct.
Under the additional restriction that all formulas are Horn
clauses, we obtain the optimistic result that evaluating
p1>( p2> } } } ( pn>q) } } } ) is possible in polynomial time.
The second row in Table I shows that evaluating right-
nested counterfactuals gets more complicated (PSPACE-
complete) if negation can appear in front of nested counter-
factuals. The entry states that for a constant bound k on the
nesting depth, evaluation is 6 Pk+1-complete. In fact, we
derive the stronger result that the same holds for negation
depth at most k, i.e., the number of negations in front of
nested counterfactuals.
The third row shows that checking validity of left-nested
counterfactuals of the form ((c)( p>q))>r is 6 P4 -com-
plete, and hard already for positive such statements. It
appears that evaluating left-nested counterfactuals is one of
the few genuine natural problems known to be complete for
this class. This result and other results contribute to warrant
the originally expected use of the classes of the polynomial
hierarchy for classifying the complexity of natural problems,
which was called in question [33]. Iterated left-nesting
seems to increase complexity, but it is not clear whether it
can give all of PSPACE. It is conjectured that the given
upper bounds are sharp. Note that negation in left-nesting,
as opposed to right-nesting, does not increase complexity;
in particular, evaluating (c( p>q))>r is in 6 P4 .
The last row shows results about the use of mixed nesting
and possible negation. Note that the use of right-nested and
negation does not lead beyond 6 P2k ; in fact, this is true if
only the left-nesting depth (i.e., the maximal number of left-
nesting steps) and negation is limited, while arbitrarily deep
positive right-nesting is allowed. Thus, bounded left-nesting
and negation does not give us all of PSPACE.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces concepts and reviews previous results. Section 3
investigates into the complexity of evaluating right-nested
counterfactuals without negation. Since this type of coun-
terfactual is the most important one from the practical point
of view, we analyze for such statements the effects of restrict-
ing formulas to Horn clauses and priorities. Section 4 is
devoted to right-nested counterfactuals with negation. Sec-
tion 5 deals with left-nested counterfactuals, and Section 6
addresses mixed counterfactuals. The final Section 7 reviews
related work and gives some conclusions.
2. PRELIMINARIES AND PREVIOUS RESULTS
We assume that the reader knows about the basic con-
cepts of NP-completeness, the polynomial hierarchy, and
PSPACE (cf. [13] for an excellent exposition and [18] for
quick reference). Briefly, PSPACE is the class of problems
decidable in polynomial space. The classes 2Pk , 7
P
k , and 6
P
k
of the polynomial hierarchy are defined as
2P0 =7
P
0 =6
P
0 =P
and for all k0,
2Pk+1=P
7k
P
7Pk+1=NP
7k
P
, 6 Pk+1=co 7
P
k+1.
In particular, 2P1 =P, 7
P
1 =NP, and 6
P
1 =coNP. Clearly
7Pk 7
P
k _ 6
P
k 2
P
k+1 7
P
k+1 , but for k1 any equality
is considered very unlikely. The canonical PSPACE-com-
plete problem is deciding the validity of a quantified
Boolean formula (QBF) 8=Q1 a1 Q2a2 } } } Qn anE, where
each quantifier Qi # [_, \] ranges over [true, false] and E
is a Boolean formula built on variables a1 , ..., an . Denote by
QBFk, _ (resp. QBFk, \) the valid QBFs 8 with Q1=_ (resp.
Q1=\) and k&1 quantifier alternations, i.e., occurrences of
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i>1 such that Qi {Qi&1. Deciding if 8 # QBFk, _ (resp.
8 # QBFk, \) is complete for 7Pk (resp. 6
P
k ).
Let L be the language of propositional logic over some
set of atoms. The symbols ‘‘’’ and ‘‘=’’ denote constants
for truth and falsity, respectively. Formulas are built over
propositional atoms, which are denoted by lower case let-
ters a, b, c from the beginning of the alphabet. We follow the
common convention on the binding of the logical connec-
tives. A literal is an atom or the negation of an atom. Letters
p, q, . . . and E, F, . . . denote propositional (resp. Boolean)
formulas. We use the following notation. If p

= p1 , ..., pn
and q

=q1 , ..., qn are lists of propositional formulas, then
p

#q

denotes ( p1 #q1) 7 } } } 7 ( pn #qn). As usual,
juxtaposition p

q

denotes the concatenation of p

and q

.
Furthermore, cp

stands for cp1 , ..., cpn and r O p
denotes r O p1 7 } } } 7pn . If . is a truth value assignment
to atoms a1 , ..., an , then E. denotes the formula obtained
from E by replacing in E each occurrence of ai by  if
.(ai)=true and by = otherwise, for all i=1, ..., n.
A propositional knowledge base (in the sequel, simply
knowledge base) is a finite subset of L. Knowledge bases
are denoted by letters S, T, U, etc.
A counterfactual ‘‘If p would be true, then q would be
true’’ is denoted by p>q. The crucial link between counter-
factuals and knowledge base revision is the Ramsey test
[12], which for out setting states that p>q should be con-
sidered true on a knowledge base S if and only if the mini-
mal change of S to incorporate p yields q true (cf. [12,
p. 147]); more formally, p>q is true over S if and only if
S b p < q, where b is a suitable revision operator.
Complexity issues for counterfactuals were studied in
[9]. It was shown there that for several operators b, evaluat-
ing p>q is complete for some class of the second level of the
polynomial hierarchy. Rather than considering ordinary
counterfactuals, we here draw attention to nested counter-
factuals. In the present paper we concentrate on the
knowledge base revision method by Fagin, Ullman, and
Vardi [11, 10], since this appears to be the most
appropriate in the database context. Some of the results
presented were already announced in [9].
The formal semantics of p>q is defined as follows. Let
W( p, S)=[TS : T <% cp, T/US O U < cp]
be the ‘‘possible worlds for p’’ [14],1 and let
F( p, S)=[T _ [ p] : T # W( p, S)].
Thus, F( p, S) is a collection of knowledge bases called a
flock in [10], whose knowledge bases are considered to be
independent possible outcomes of the update of S by p.
Using the Fagin et al. operator, the truth value of a coun-
terfactual p>q over a knowledge base S is defined as
follows: p>q has value true over S (in symbols, S < p>q)
if for every T # F( p, S), T < q, and value false otherwise
(S <% p>q).
As shown in [23, 9], evaluating a counterfactual is most
likely much harder than any NP-complete problem.
Proposition 2.1 [23, 9]. Deciding whether S < p>q is
6 P2 -complete.
Proof. The membership part is easy (cf. proof of
Proposition 3.1). For the hardness part, it was shown in [9,
Lemma 6.2] (cf. the full paper for a proof) that 8 # QBF2, \ ,
for 8=\a
 1
_a
 2
E(a
 1
, a
 2
), is equivalent to S < p>q, where
S=[a
 1
, a

$1 , a 2
, c],
p=[a
 1
#ca

$1] 7 (c O E) 7 (a2, 1 6 } } } 6 a2, n2 O c), (2)
q=c. K
We next define in a uniform way a class of formulas that
contains both right-and left-nested counterfactuals and is
closed under nestings and negation. A semantics is given
then to these formulas using the possible worlds approach,
which is extended to possible worlds of counterfactuals in
the spirit of Fagin et al.
The nested counterfactuals with possible negation are the
smallest formula set C that satisfies the following properties:
(1) if :, ; # C _ L, then :>; # C;
(2) if c # C, then cc # C.
We also write :> ; for c(:>;), where :, ; # C _ L. The
formulas c built where each : in (1) is from L are called
right-nested counterfactuals, and those where each ; is from
L left-nested counterfactuals; all other formulas are mixed
counterfactuals. The nesting depth of c is the maximal num-
ber of >-nodes on any path in the formula tree for c (whose
leaves are the formulas from L) minus one, and the nega-
tion depth is maximal number of negation signs. Here,
standard counterfactuals p>q are seen as nested counter-
factuals with nesting depth 0. Nested counterfactuals with
negation depth 0 are called positive.
We now give a precise semantics to nested counterfac-
tuals. For this purpose, we need to extend the concept of a
possible world from propositional formulas to nested coun-
terfactuals (which may appear in the premise of a state-
ment). In this course, we have to refer to the truth value of
a counterfactual that is nested into the premise of a counter-
factual statement. This give rise to a mutual recursive defini-
tion of the possible worlds of nested counterfactuals and the
truth values of nested counterfactuals along the formula
structure.
Assume for the moment that the truth value of a nested
counterfactual c over a knowledge base S is defined; we
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write S < c iff c has value true over S and S <% c otherwise,
i.e., iff c has value false over S.
Then, following the ‘‘possible worlds approach,’’ the
result of revising the knowledge base S with c # C, is defined
as
F(c, S)=[TS : T < c, T/US O U <% c].
Using this definition, the truth value of a nested counter-
factual c # C over a knowledge-base S is recursively defined
as
v If c=:>;, where :, ; # C _ L, then c has value true
if T < ; for every T # F(:, S), and value false otherwise;
v if c=cc$, then the truth value of c is opposite to the
truth value of c$.
It is easy to design a procedure which, given a knowledge
base S and a nested counterfactual c, decides whether S < c
in polynomial space. Indeed, an algorithm which for decid-
ing S < :>; cycles through all subsets TS and checks
T # F(:, S) and T < ; using recursion is straightforward.
Hence, PSPACE is an upper bound for deciding S < c.
Depending on the structure of c, lower upper bounds will be
identified in the following sections.
With each right-nested counterfactual c we can associate
the unique sequence s1 , s2 , ..., sn of nested counterfactuals
such that s1 is of the form p>q, each si , 2in results
from si&1 by applying rule (1) or (2), and c=cn , which is
referred to as the structural sequence of c; each si is said to
occur in c.
Example 4. Let c= p1>( p2 > q). The structural
sequence of c is p2>q, p2 > q, p1>( p2 > q). Notice that c
has nesting depth 1 and also negation-depth 1.
If we have a right-nested counterfactual c, then the
knowledge bases that are relevant for evaluating the sub-
counterfactual si from the structural sequence s1 , s2 , ..., sn of
c are determined by S and the premises of si+1 , ..., sn . We
refer to these knowledge bases as the context of si , which is
formally defined as
Cn(sn , c, S)=[S],
and for 2in,
Cn(si&1 , s, S)={
.
T # Cn(si , c, S)
F( p, T),
if si=p>s i&1;
Cn(si , c, S),
if si=csi&1.
The following proposition is immediate from the definition
and will be used later.
Proposition 2.2. Let c= p>c$, c$ # C, be a right-nested
counterfactual. Then, S < c iff S$ < c$ for every S$ #
Cn(c$, c, S).
3. POSITIVE RIGHT-NESTED COUNTERFACTUALS
We start with the evaluation of nested counterfactuals
where no negation occurs in the nesting. In the spirit of [25]
(cf. also [34, 20]), we describe a nondeterministic algorithm
for proving S <% p1>( p2> } } } ( pn>q) } } } ) in Fig. 1. It has
the following property.
Proposition 3.1. PRNCF(S, p1 , ..., pn , q) outputs ‘‘no’’
if and only if S <% p1>( p2> } } } ( pn>q) } } } ).
Proof. Let c1 , ..., cn be the structural sequence of
c= p1>( p1> } } } ( pn>q) } } } ). Notice that c1= pn>q and
ci= pn&i+1>ci&1, for each i=2, ..., n.
Simple induction on n shows that S <% c iff there exist
W # Cn(c1 , c, S) and W$ # F( pn , W) such that W$ <% q. It
follows from the definition of Cn that W is in the context
of c1 iff there exist W1 , W2 , ..., Wn=W such that
Wi # Cn(cn&i+1 , c, S), i.e., Wi+1 # F( pi , Wi) for i<n.
Now consider PRNCF. It can be easily seen that the
computation does not stop in the for-loop iff
Wn+1 # F( pn , Wn), where Wn # Cn(c1 , c, S). Thus
PRNCF correctly outputs ‘‘no.’’ Conversely, PRNCF out-
puts ‘‘no’’ in some computation if S <% c. K
Corollary 3.2. Given a knowledge base S and a
positive right-nested counterfactual c, deciding if S < c is
in 6 P2 .
From Proposition 2.1, we thus obtain the following.
Theorem 3.3. Given a knowledge base S and a positive
right-nested counterfactual c, deciding if S < c is 6 P2 -
complete.
FIG. 1. Algorithm for evaluating positive right-nested counterfactuals.
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This result applies to knowledge bases that may contain
arbitrary propositional formulas. In practice, knowledge
bases are often sets of Horn clauses, i.e., disjunctions of
literals of which at most one is an atom. It is well known
that deciding S < p is polynomial if p and all q # S are Horn
clauses.
Theorem 3.4. Let S be a knowledge base and
c= p1>( p2> } } } ( pn>q) } } } ) such that every p # S,
p1 , ..., pn and q are Horn clauses. Then, deciding whether
S < c is coNP-complete.
Proof. If p is a Horn clause, then every T # F( p, S) is a
set of Horn clauses. It follows that each classical inference
test in PRNCF can be done in polynomial time, and hence
PRNCF can be reformulated as an NP-algorithm. Conse-
quently, deciding if S < c is in coNP. Hardness for coNP
follows from the coNP-hardness result for the case
c= p1>q in [9]; from the proof of the result in the full
paper (Theorem 8.5), this holds even if p1 and q are
literals. K
3.1. Priorities
A refinement of the operator F( p, S) by the introduction
of priorities is considered in [11, 23]. Informally, in [11] a
natural number i0 is attached to each formula with the
intention that the lower the number, the higher the priority.
Denote for any knowledge base S by Si the formulas in S of
priority ji. The possible worlds for p from S are then the
subsets T/S consistent with p such that for each i0, T i
is maximal with respect to inclusion among these sets, i.e.,
W( p, S)=[TS : T <% cp
and for all i=0, ..., n,
T i/USi O U < cp],
where n is the biggest number attached to a formula in S.2
The generalization to iterated knowledge base updates is
obvious. We write <+ instead of < if priorities are used for
the knowledge base update.
It is easy to see that deciding S <+ p>q is like deciding
S < p>q in 6 P2 , as checking T # F( p, S) is still in 2
P
2 .
Furthermore, the upper complexity bound is preserved for
evaluating nested counterfactuals, even in the Horn case.
Hence,
Theorem 3.5. Given a knowledge base S and a counter-
factual c= p1>( p2> } } } ( pn>q) } } } ), deciding if S <+ c is
6 P2 -complete. If all formulas are Horn clauses, then deciding
whether S <+ c is coNP-complete.
On the contrary, priorities may even lead to a complexity
decrease, as the following result tells.
Theorem 3.6. Assume that the priority numbers
attached to formulas are pairwise distinct. Then, given S and
a counterfactual c= p1>( p2> } } } ( pn>q) } } } ), deciding
whether S <+ c is 2P2 -complete. Hardness for $
P
2 holds even
for n=1.
Proof. Note that in this case, S is totally ordered accor-
ding to priorities and that F( p1 , S) contains a single
knowledge base, which can be constructed in polynomial
time with an NP oracle. Thus from Proposition 2.2 it
follows that deciding S <+ c is in 2P2 .
2P2 -hardness for deciding S < p1>q is shown by a
straightforward reduction from the 2P2 -complete problem
MAXSAT, which is as follows [35, 21]: Given a satisfiable
Boolean formula E on atoms a

=a1 , ..., an , decide whether
.(an)=true for the lexicographically maximum truth value
assignment . to a

that satisfies E. Here, the assignment .
is lexicographically greater than the assignment  iff
.(ai)=true, (ai)= false for the least i such that
.(ai){(ai). Now choose priorities such that i is attached
to ai , for all i=1, ..., n and simply let S=[a
], p1=E, and
q=an . K
A further complexity decrease can be accomplished by
restricting knowledge bases to Horn clauses. In fact, the
following important and optimistic result is easily proved
(cf. proof of Theorem 3.6).
Theorem 3.7. Assume that the priority numbers
attached to formulas are pairwise distinct and that all for-
mulas are Horn. Given S and c= p1>( p2> } } } ( pn>q) } } } ),
deciding whether S <+ c is possible in polynomial time.
4. RIGHT-NESTED COUNTERFACTUALS
WITH NEGATION
We consider now evaluation of counterfactuals with
negation in the nesting. It appears that negation has a
drastic effect on the complexity of evaluating nested coun-
terfactuals. Negating each counterfactual occurring in
p1>( p2> } } } ( pk>q) } } } ) leads to 7Pk+1-hardness if k is a
constant and to PSPACE-hardness if k is not bounded. We
show this in the sequel by a polynomial time transformation
of deciding the validity of QBFs into deciding the validity of
nested counterfactuals.
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Let 8 be a QBF with k1 quantifier alternations of the
form
(Q1a 1
)(Q2a 2
) } } } (Qk+1a k+1
) E(a
 1
, ..., a
 k+1
);
i.e., Qi {Qi&1 , for i>1, where a i
=ai, 1 , ..., ai, ni is a list of
ni1 variables and (Qia i
) stands for Qi ai, 1 } } } Qi ai, ni ,
1ik+1.
We construct a nested counterfactual c(8) and a theory
S(8) as follows. Let c be a new variable, and let b
 1
, ..., b
 k
be
groups of new variables, where b
 i
=bi, 1 , ..., bi, ni . First define
formulas p1 , ..., pk and q. For i=1, ..., k let
pi={a i #cb i ,p(8),
i<k,
i=k,
where p(8)=[a
 1
} } } a
 k
#cb
 1
} } } b
 k
] 7 (E(8) 6 c) 7
(c O a
 k+1
) and E(8) is, depending on Qk+1 ,
E(8)={cE,E
if Qk+1=\,
if Qk+1=_.
Furthermore, let q=cc. Now S(8) and c(8)=ck(8) are
defined as
S(8)=[a
 1
, b
 1
, ..., a
 k
, b
 k
, ca
 k+1
, cc];
c1(8)={ pk> q,pk>q,
if Qk+1=\,
if Qk+1=_,
and for 1<ik,
ci (8)={ pk&i>ci&1(8),pk&i> cci&1(8),
if Qk&i=\,
if Qk&i=_.
Note that for every 8, S(8) and c(8) can be computed in
polynomial time.
Let us describe the intuition behind S(8) and c(8). The
ci (8)’s represent the (possibly negated) subformulas of 8
on the quantified variable groups a
 k&i+1
, ..., a
 k+1
, where
all remaining variables (i.e., those in a
 1
, ..., a
 k&i
) are
replaced in E with  or = according to a truth value assign-
ment. Every such truth value assignment is encoded by a
context knowledge base C of ci (8). The value of variable
ai, j is true if it occurs literally in C and otherwise false (in
this case, bi, j is in C). Testing if C < ci (8) implements a test
if 8 is valid for the encoded truth value assignment and
quantification of a
 k&i+1
, ..., a
 k+1
with Qk&i+1 , ..., Qk+1.
Thus checking S < ck(8), i.e., S < c(8), implements a test
if the formula 8 is valid.
Example 5. Consider 8=\a1 _a2, 1 _a2, 2 \a3
(a1 7ca2, 1 O a2, 2 6 a3). The formula 8 is rewritten as
(\a
 1
)(_a
 2
)(\a
 3
) E, where a
 1
=a1 , a 2
=a2, 1 , a2, 2 , a 3
=a3 ,
and E=(a1 7 ca2, 1 O a2, 2 6a3). Applying the transfor-
mation (k+2, Q1=\), we get
S(8)=[a1 , b1 , a2, 1 , a2, 2 , b2, 1 , b2, 2 , ca3 , cc],
p1=a1 #cb1 ,
p2=[a1 #cb1] 7 [a2, 1 #cb2, 1] 7 [a2, 2 #cb2, 2]
7 (cE 6 c) 7 (c O a3),
q=cc,
c1(8)= p2 > q,
c2(8)= p1>( p2> q),
c(8)=c2(8).
The reader may verify that 8 is valid and that S(8) < c(8).
We show now that checking the validity of c(8) over
S(8) truly resembles checking the validity of 8.
Theorem 4.1. S(8) < c(8) if and only if 8 is valid.
Before going into the proof of this theorem, we note some
useful lemmata.
Lemma 4.2. For k=1 and Q1=\, S(8) < c(8) if and
only if 8 # QBF2, \ .
Proof. S(8) and c(8) are identical to S and p>q in the
construction (2) upon renaming of literals and replacing p
with the equivalent formula p1 . K
Lemma 4.3. Let S and S$ be knowledge bases and let c be
a right-nested counterfactual, such that S$ <% = and no atom
occurring in any p # S$ occurs in any q # S or in c. Then,
(i) S < c iff S _ S$ < c, and
(ii) for each si from the structural sequence s1 , ..., sk of c,
it holds that Cn(si , c, S _ S$)=[T _ S$ : T # Cn(si , c, S)].
(Note that T & S$=< for each T # Cn(si , c, S).)
Proof. Property (ii) is readily shown by induction on k.
We make use of the following helpful observations, which
are easy to see:
Fact 1. Let p and S=S$ _ S" be such that S" <% = and
S$ _ [ p] and S" have not common atoms; then,
F( p, S)=[W _ S": W # F( p, S$)].
Fact 2. For a right-nested counterfactual c with struc-
tural sequence s1 , ..., sn , Cn(sn , c, S)=[S] and Cn(sn , c,
S _ S$)=[S _ S$].
(Basis) k=1. Property (ii) is obviously true by Fact 2.
(Induction) Assume that (ii) is true for k1, and con-
sider k+1. If sk+1=csk , then (ii) is true by the induction
hypothesis. Thus assume that sk+1= p>sk . For i=k+1,
property (ii) is clearly true by Fact 2. Thus, let ik and
consider the right-nested counterfactual c$ with structural
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sequence s1 , ..., sk . As easily checked, for any knowledge
base U, it holds that
Cn(sj , c, U )= .
T # F( p, U )
Cn(sj , c$, T ) (*)
for j=k, ..., 1. Thus, it follows:
Cn(si , c, S _ S$)= .
T # F( p, S _ S$)
Cn(s i , c$, T )
(by (*))
= .
W # F( p, S)
Cn(s i , c$, W _ S$)
(by Fact 1)
= .
W # F( p, S)
[T _ S$ : T # Cn(si , c$, W)]
(by induction hyp.)
=[T _ S$ : T # Cn(si , c, S)]
(by definition).
It follows that the claimed statement is true for k+1.
This completeness the proof of (ii). Property (i) is an
immediate consequence of (ii) and Proposition 2.2. K
Lemma 4.4. Let S be a knowledge base and let s1 , ..., sk
be the structural sequence of c, and denote by c[c$] the coun-
terfactual obtained if s1 is replaced in c by the counterfactual
c$. If for all T # Cn(s1 , c, S) it holds that T < s1 iff T < c$,
then S < c iff S < c[c$].
Proof. Straightforward by induction on k (use Proposi-
tion 2.2). K
Proof of Theorem 4.1. The proof is by induction on the
number k1 of quantifier alternations of 8.
(Basis) k=1. By Lemma 4.2, it remains to consider the
case where 8=(_a
 1
)(\a
 2
) E. Since 8#c8$ for 8$=(\a
 1
)
(_a
 2
)cE, 8 is valid iff S(8$) <% c(8$). Since p(8)#p(8$)
and S(8)=S(8$), it follows that 8 is valid iff S(8) <%
p(8)>q. However, this is equivalent to S(8) <% c(8); the
statement holds.
(Induction) Assume the statement holds for k1. Con-
sider k+1, i.e., 8=(Q1a 1
) } } } (Qk+2a k+2
) E, which has
k+1 quantifier alternations. There are two cases for Q1 .
Case 1: Q1=\. In this case, 8 is valid iff for every truth
value assignment . to a
 1
, the formula 8.=(_a 2
) } } }
(Qk+2a k+2
) E. is valid. Note that 8. has k quantifier alter-
nations. Applying the hypothesis for k, 8. is valid iff S < c,
where S=S(8.) and c=c(8.).
Let s1 be the first counterfactual in the structural
sequence of c. Clearly, s1= p(8.)>q, where
p(8.)=[a 2
} } } a
 k+1
#cb
 2
} } } b
 k+1
]
7 (E(8.) 6 c) 7 (c O a k+2
)
and q=cc. Now let S. be the following set of propositional
formulas:
S.=[a1, j : .(a1, j)=true, 1 jn1]
_ [b1, j : .(a1, j)= false, 1 jn1] _ [a 1
#cb
 1
].
Note that S. <% = and that no variable occurring in S.
occurs in S or in c. Hence by Lemma 4.3, S < c iff
S _ S. < c, and T # Cn(s1 , c, S) iff T _ S. #
Cn(c1 , c, S _ S.).
Let p$ denote the conjunction of [a
 1
#cb
 1
] and the for-
mula that results from p(8.) if the substitution of a 1
by
.(a
 1
) is undone; i.e.,
p$=[a
 1
} } } a
 k+1
#cb
 1
} } } b
 k+1
]
7 (E(8) 6 c) 7 (c O a
 k+2
).
We claim that for every T # Cn(s1 , c, S _ S.), T < s1 iff
T < p$>q. (Recall that S=S(8.) and c=c(8).) It follows
from Lemma 4.4 that S _ S. < c (i.e., S < c) iff S _ S. <
c[ p$>q]; as a consequence, S < c iff S(8) _ S. <
c[ p$>q].
To prove this claim assume that T <% s1 , where s1=
p(8.)>cc. This implies that for some W # F( p(8.), T ),
it holds that W <% cc. Since S. T, and since S. is
consistent and has no variable in common with p(F.) or any
formula in T&S. , maximality of W with respect to set
inclusion implies S. W. Since
S. < [a 1
#cb
 1
] 7 [a
 1
#.(a1, 1) } } } .(a1, n1)], (3)
we infer W < p$. Thus it follows that there exists
W$ # F( p$, T ) such that W$ <% cc. It follows that
T <% p$>q. Conversely, assume T <% p$>q. Thus there is
some W # F( p$, T ) such that W <% cc, i.e., W has a model
in which c has value true. Then, also W _ S. is consistent:
p$ is satisfied for any truth value assignment to a
 1
, b
 1
, } } } ,
a
 k+1
, b
 k+1
that satisfies [a
 1
} } } a
 k+1
#cb
 1
} } } b
 k+1
] if
true is assigned to c and the atoms a
 k+2
. Since S. is consis-
tent, [a
 1
#cb
 1
] # S. , and since the variables a 1
, b
 1
, which
are all those occurring in S. , do not appear in any formula
from T&S. , maximality of W with respect to set inclusion
implies that S. W. From (3) we infer that W < p(8.).
Thus it follows that there exists a W$ # F( p(8.), T ) such
that W$ <% cc. Consequently, T <% p(8.)>q.
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Thus S(8.) < c and, equivalently, 8. is valid if and only
if S(8) _ S. < c[ p$>q]. However, p$= p(8), and it is
easily verified that c[ p$>q] is ck(8). It follows that 8 is
valid iff S(8.) _ S. < ck(8), for every truth value assign-
ment . to a
 1
. Closer inspection shows that the context of
ck(8) from ck+1(8) with respect to S(8) are just these
knowledge bases, i.e.,
Cn(ck(8), ck+1(8), S(8))
=[S(8.) _ S. : . a truth value assignment to a 1
].
However, since ck+1(8)=c(8), we get from Proposi-
tion 2.2 that 8 is valid iff S(8) < c(8); thus, the statement
holds for k+1.
Case 2: Q1=_. Thus 8 is equivalent to c8$, where
8$=(\u
 1
)(_u
 2
) } } } (Q$k+2u k+2
)cE. By Case 1, 8$ is valid
iff S(8$) < c(8$) is true.
We verify the following:
Fact 3. For each knowledge base U and j=1, ..., k+1,
it holds that U < cj (8) iff U < ccj (8$). We show this by
induction on j. Note that pj= p$j , for each jk, and that
pk+1 is logically equivalent to p$k+1.
(Basis) For j=1, the statement clearly holds, since
U < pk+1 > q iff U < c( p$k+1>q) and U < pk+1>q iff
U < c( p$k <% q).
(Induction) Assume the statement holds for j1 and
consider j+1. Since pk& j+2= p$k& j+2 , from the induction
hypothesis it follows that U < pk& j+2>cj (8) iff U <
c( p$k& j+2 > cc j(8$)) and U < pk& j+2 > ccj (8) iff
U < c( p$k& j+2>c j (8$)). Thus, U < cj+1(8) iff U <
ccj+1(8$); the statement holds for j+1. This proves
Fact 3.
Fact 3 implies that U < c(8) iff U < cc(8$). Conse-
quently, 8 is valid iff 8$ is not valid iff S(8$) < cc(8$) iff
S(8) < cc(8$) iff S(8) < c(8). Thus the statement also
holds in Case 2.
The proof of Theorem 4.1 is complete. K
We obtain the main result of this section. We use the
following lemma, whose proof is analogous to the proof of
Theorem 3.3.
Lemma 4.5. Let c be a right-nested counterfactual of the
form p1>( p2>( } } } >c$) } } } ), where c$ # C$ for some C$C
in which evaluation of a counterfactual on a knowledge base
is in 2Pk , for some k1. Then, given any knowledge base S,
deciding whether S < c is in 6 Pk .
Theorem 4.6. Let S be a knowledge base and c be a
right-nested counterfactual, whose negation-depth is bounded
by a constant k0. Then, deciding whether S < c is
(i) 7Pk+1 -complete, if c is of the form p1 > :, and
(ii) 6 Pk+2 -complete otherwise.
Hardness holds even if steps (1) and (2) in the construction of
c alternate; i.e., c is of the form (i) p1 > ( p2 > } } }
( pk > q) } } } ) and (ii) p1>( p2 > ( p3 > } } } )), respectively.
Proof. Membership in 7Pk+1 is shown by induction on
the length n of the structural sequence s1 , ..., sn of c and
on k.
(Basis) For n=1, only k=0 is possible, and membership
in 6 P2 follows by Proposition 2.1.
(Induction) Assume that n>1. If case (i) applies, then by
the induction hypothesis, S < p1>: lies in 6 P(k&1)+2 ; con-
sequently, deciding S < c is in 7Pk+1. Otherwise, if case (ii)
applies, c= p1>( p2>( } } } >c$) } } } ), where c$ is of the form
p> ;. By the induction hypothesis, deciding for any
knowledge base T whether T < c$ is in 7Pk+1. Thus, it
follows from Lemma 4.5 that deciding whether S < c, is in
6 Pk+2. This concludes the induction and the membership
proof.
7Pk+1-hardness for all k1 under the described restric-
tion follows from Theorem 4.1, from which also 6 Pk+2-
hardness follows. K
As shown in Section 2, PSPACE is an upper bound for
evaluating a nested counterfactual on a knowledge base.
Thus, by Theorem 4.1 we obtain the following.
Theorem 4.7. Given a knowledge base S and a
right-nested counterfactual c # C, deciding if S < c is
PSPACE-complete. Hardness for PSPACE holds even if c is
of the form p1 > ( p2 > } } } ( pn > q) } } } ).
We conclude this section with a remark on propositional
formulas involving right-nested counterfactuals. Combining
logical connectives and right-nested counterfactuals seems
natural and allows us to connect statements on (iterated)
revisions. For example, ( p>q) 6 ( p>(r>cq)) states that
either after a revision with p, q follows from the knowledge
base, or after revisions with p and r (in that order), cq
follows from the knowledge base. The semantics of formulas
in the Boolean closure of the right-nested counterfactuals is
clear and, by the results above, their evaluation is in
PSPACE. However, for formulas that connect proposi-
tional formulas with counterfactuals, e.g., p 6 (q>r), a
proper formalization of the semantics is not straightforward
in the framework from above. We leave this issue, which
leads beyond the scope of this paper, for other investiga-
tions.
5. LEFT-NESTED COUNTERFACTUALS
We consider in this section evaluation of counterfactuals
nested in the premise, i.e., statements of the form ( p>q)>r,
and we address the complexity of iterated left-nestings and
the use of negation.
We start with positive left-nested counterfactuals of nest-
ing depth 1. Consider the nondeterministic algorithm in
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Fig. 2, where CF( p, q, S)=true iff S < p>q. The following
property is easily seen.
Proposition 5.1. PLNCF1(S, p, q, r) outputs ‘‘no’’ if
and only if S <% ( p>q)>r.
PLNCF1 has exponential worst-case runtime even
modulo the CF calls and S$ < r. An improvement to poly-
nomial runtime seems hard to achieve. In particular, the
exponential candidate space for T in the for-loop, which
tests whether S$ is closest to S such that p>q holds, can
most likely not be reduced efficiently to a small subset (cf.
Lemma 5.3). This may be intuitively explained by non-
monotonicity of counterfactuals, i.e., S < p>q and SS$
does not imply S$ < p>q in general.
Example 6. Let S=[ca, a O b], S$=S _ [cb] and
c=a>(b 6 c). Then, S < c, but S$ <% c. Notice that
S$ _ [c] < c, however.
We determine now the complexity of evaluating left-
nested counterfactuals. First, we derive an upper bound for
this problem.
Theorem 5.2. Given S and c=( p>q)>r, deciding if
S < c is in 6 P4 .
Proof. Let S$S. It is easily seen that a proof for
S$  F( p>q, S) can be given in nondeterministic polyno-
mial time with an oracle for classical and counterfactual
inference. As a 6 P2 oracle is suitable for that, deciding if
S$  F( p>q, S) is in 7P3 . Since S <% ( p>q)>r iff S$ <% r
for some S$ # F( p>q, S), it follows that deciding
S <% ( p>q)>r is in 7P4 ; hence the result. K
We will show that this upper bound is tight, as 6 P4 -hard-
ness is a lower bound for this problem. The following lemma
is useful in a proof of this result.
Lemma 5.3. Let S$ < p>q for a S$S. Given S$ and
p>q, deciding whether T < p>q for any T such that
S$/TS, is 7P3 -hard.
FIG. 2. Algorithm for evaluating counterfactuals ( p>q)>r.
Proof. We transform deciding the validity of a QBF,
8=(_a
 1
)(\a
 2
)(_a
 3
) E,
into this problem, where a
 i
=ai, 1 , ..., ai, n , for i=1, 2, 3.
Let c be a new atom and let a

$1=a$1, 1 , ..., a$1, n1 ,
a

"1=a"1, 1 , ..., a"1, n1 , and a
$2=a$2, 1 , ..., a$2, n2 be lists of new
atoms. Define
S$=[a
 2
, a

$2 , c],
S=[a
 1
, a

$1 , a 2
, a

$2 , c],
p=_c7 
n1
i=1
(ca1, i 7 ca$1, i 7 a"1, i&
6_
n1
i=1
[(a1, i 7 a$1, i O cc) 7 (a1, i 6 a$1, i O a"1, i)] (4)
7 (a
 2
#ca

$2) 7 (c O E)& ,
q=c 7 
n1
i=1
a"1, i .
Notice that S$, S, p, and q are constructible in polynomial
time. It is not hard to see that S$ < p>q, as S$ _ [ p] is
consistent and logically implies q.
We claim that there exists T, S$/TS, such that
T < p>q iff 8 is valid.
( o ) Assume that 8 is valid. Let . be any truth value
assignment to a
 1
such that \a
 2
_a
 3
E. is valid. Let
T=S$ _ S. , where
S.=[a1, i : .(a1, i)=true, 1in1]
_ [a$1, i : .(a1, i)= false, 1in1].
We claim that T < p>q. To show this, consider F( p, T ).
We have that S$ _ [ p] # F( p, T), as this is a maximal con-
sistent subset of T _ [ p]. Note that S$ _ [ p] < q. Let
W # F( p, T ) be different from S$ _ [ p]. We note the
following facts (a)(f).
(a) W must contain some atom from a
 1
, a

$1 . If not, it
follows W=S$ _ [ p].
(b) W logically implies the right disjunct of p. W con-
tains p and is consistent, and from (a) it follows that W is
not consistent with the left disjunct of p.
(c) [a2, i , a$2, i]3 W, for each i=1, ..., n2 . Assume that
[a2, i , a$2, i] # W for some i. Then W does not logically imply
the right disjunct of p, as there occurs the formula
a2, i #ca$2, i . This is a contradiction to (b).
(d) For each i=1, ..., n2 , [a2, i , a$2, i] & W{<. Assume
that [a2, i , a$2, i] & W=< for some i. Then, W _ [a2, i] or
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W _ [a$2, i] is consistent. This is a contradiction to the maxi-
mality of W, i.e., would imply W  F( p, T).
(e) For each i=1, ..., n1 if a1, i # S. (resp. a$1, i # S.),
then a1, i # W (resp. a$1, i # W). Assume that a1, i # S. but
a1, i  W. Hence, neither a1, i nor a$1, i occur in W. However,
W is consistent and the formula 8 is valid. Thus, regardless
of the choice #i from [a2, j , a$2, j] taken in W for all
j=1, ..., n2 , the knowledge base W _ [a1, i] is consistent.
This is a contradiction to the maximality of W. The same
argumentation applies for a$1, i .
(f ) c # W. From the observations (a)(e), we have that
W resembles . and a truth value assignment  to a
 2
. Since
8 is valid, (E.) , i.e., the formula G such that G=G$ and
G$=E. , is satisfiable. Hence, from (a)(e) we conclude that
W _ [c] is consistent. As c # T, by maximality of W we have
c # W.
From (a)(f) we conclude that W is of the form
S. _ [a2, i : (a2, i)=true, 1in2]
_ [a$2, i : (a2, i= false, 1in2] _ [ p, c]
for some truth value assignment  to a
 2
. From (b) and (e)
it follows that W < a"1, i , for each i=1, ..., n1 ; hence, W < q.
It follows that T < p>q.
( O ) Assume that for some T, S$/TS, we have
T < p>q. Let T be a maximal knowledge base of this
property, i.e., T # F( p>q, S). We show that for each
i=1, ..., n1 , it holds that |T & [a1, i , [a1, i , a$1, i] |=1.
(1) Assume that [a1, i , a$1, i]T for some i. We observe
that the knowledge base [a1, i , a$1, i , p] is consistent and
logically implies cc. Hence, there exists W # F( p, T) such
that W < cc. Consequently, W <% q, which implies
T <% p>q, a contradiction.
(1) Let
Sa

1
=T & [a
 1
, a

$1],
S=[a2, i : (a2, i)=true, 1in2]
_ [a$2, i : (a2, i)= false, 1in2],
W a 1 =Sa

1
_ S _ [ p, c],
for any truth value assignment  to a
 2
. Notice that Sa

1
is not
empty. We claim that W a 1 # F( p, T ). It is easily checked
that W a 1 &[ p]T and that W
a

1
 &[ p] is consistent with p.
It remains to show maximality of W a 1 . Since W
a

1
 contains
Sa

1
and, hence, some atom from a
 1
a

$1 , it follows that W a 1
logically implies the right disjunct of p. Notice that T&W a 1
contains only atoms from a
 2
and a

$2 ; as S W a 1 , every W $
such that W a 1 W $T _ [ p] contains [a2, i , a$2, i] for
some i=1, ..., n1 . Consequently, W $ is not consistent with
the right disjunct of p; since W a 1 W, W $ is not consistent.
It follows that W a 1 # F( p, T ), and the claim is proved.
Next we show that for every i=1, ..., n1 , we have
Sa

1
& [a1, i , a$1, i]{<. Assume to the contrary that
Sa

1
& [a1, i , a$1, i]=< for some i. Consider any W a 1 . We
show that W a 1 < a1, i . Since W
a

1
 # F( p, T ) and T < p>q,
it follows that W a 1 < a"1, i . As W a 1 implies the right disjunct
of p, in which a"1, i occurs only in the subformula
a1, i 6 a$1, i O a"1, i , it follows that
W a 1 < a1, i 6 a$1, i . (5)
(Otherwise, W a 1 _ [ca1, i , ca$1, i , ca"1, i] would be consis-
tent, which is a contradiction to W a 1 < a"1, i .) Assume that
W a 1 _ [ca1, i] is consistent. It follows, since a$1, i  W
a

1
 ,
that W a 1 _ [ca1, i , ca$1, i] is consistent; hence, W
a

1
 <%
a1, i 6 a$1, i , which is a contradiction to (5). Hence,
W a 1 < a1, i .
Now consider T $=T _ [a1, i]. We claim that T $ < p>q,
i.e., for every W # F( p, T $), W < q. There are two cases.
Case 1: a1, i  W. It is easy to see that W # F( p, T ), and
hence W < q.
Case 2: a1, i # W. W logically implies the right disjunct
of p: hence, for all i=1, ..., n2 , we have [a2, i , a$2, i] 3 W. On
the other hand, if [a2, i , a$2, i] & W=<, then for any
a # [a2, i , a$2, i], W _ [a] is consistent, which contradicts
maximality of W. Thus, W&[a1, i]W a 1 for some . Since
W a 1 < a1, i , we conclude by the maximality of W that
W=W a 1 _ [a1, i]. Since W
a

1
 < q, it follows that W < q.
Thus, T $ < p>q. However, as T/T $S, this is a con-
tradiction to T # F( p, S). We conclude from this that
Sa

1
& [a1, i , a$1, i]{<; this concludes the proof of part
(1).
Now define a truth value assignment . to a
 1
by
.(a1, i)={true,false
if a1, i # Sa

1
,
if a$1, i # Sa

1
,
for i=1, ..., n1 .
for i=1, ..., n1 .
From what we have already shown, . is well defined. Now
for any truth value assignment . to a
 2
, we have that
W a 1 # F( p, T ), that c # W
a

1
 , and that W
a

1
 logically implies
the right disjunct of p; consequently, (E.) is satisfiable.
Hence, the formula
(_a
 1
)(\a
 2
)(_a
 3
) E,
i.e., 8, is valid. This concludes the (O) part of the proof. K
From the proof of this lemma, we obtain as a side result
a lower bound of 7P3 -hardness for deciding a left-nested
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counterfactual. This is based on the observation that the
condition of nonmaximality of S$ with respect to satisfac-
tion p>q can be formulated as a nested counterfactual. In
fact, S$ is not a possible world for p>q in S exactly if it
holds that, for any subset T of S such that T < p>q, truth
of all formulas in S$ (which means that T contains S$ as a
subset) implies that some formula from S&S$ is true (which
means that the subset relationship is proper). Formally,
this can be stated as (recall that S$=[a
 2
, a

$2 , c],
S&S$=[a
 1
, a

$1])
Observation 1 (Proof of Lemma 5.3). S$ is not a maxi-
mal TS such that T < p>q iff S < c, where
c=( p>q)>_
n2
i=1
(a2, i 7 a$2, i) 7 c O 
n1
i=1
(a1, i 6 a$1, i)&.
Proof. Check that c is true over S iff for every
T # F( p>q, S) such that S$T, this containment is
proper. K
On the other hand, one can show that deciding left-nested
counterfactuals is 6 P3 -hard; this suggests that the problem
is not in 7P3 _ 6
P
3 . We now prove the above-mentioned
lower bound of 6 P4 -hardness.
Theorem 5.4. Given S and ( p>q)>r, deciding whether
S < ( p>q)>r is 6 P4 -hard.
Proof. We extend the construction (4) in the proof of
Lemma 5.3. Let 8 be a QBF of the form
(\b
 0
)(_a
 1
)(\a
 2
)(_a
 3
) E,
where b
 0
=b1 , ..., bn , and a 1
, a
 2
, a
 3
are as in (4). Let a

$1 , a
"1 ,
a

$2 , and c be the same as there, and let b
=b1 , ..., b2n ,
b

$=b$1 , ..., b$2n , and b
"=b"1 , ..., b"2n . Define now
S=S1 _ [b
, b

$],
p= p1 7 
2n
i=1
[(bi 7 b$i O cc) 7 (bi 6b$i O bi")],
(6)
q=q1 7b"1 7 } } } 7b"2n 7 (b1 } } } bn #bn+1 } } } b2n),
r= 
n2
j=1
(a2, j 7 a$2, j) 7 c O n1i=1(a1, i 6a$1, i),
where S1 , p1 and q1 are respectively S, p, and q in the con-
struction (4) in the proof of Lemma 5.3, i.e.,
S1=[a 1
, a

$1 , a 2
, a

$2 , c],
p1=_c 7 
n1
i=1
(ca1, i 7 ca$1, i 7 a"1, i)&
6_
n1
i=1
[(a1, i 7 a$1, i O cc)
7 (a1, i 6 a$1, i O a"1, i)] 7 (a 2
#ca

$2) 7 (c O E)& ,
q1=c 7 a"1, 1 7 } } } 7 a"1, n1 .
Let us explain the intuition behind this transformation.
The idea is, starting from Lemma 5.3, to reduce validity
checking for 8 to a collection of tests whether S$. , for . a
truth value assignment to b
 0
, is a maximal TS such that
T < p>q; S$. extends S$ in Lemma 5.3 conceptually by a
choice #i from [bi , b$i], for i=1, ..., n, corresponding to .
such that the test for S$. , resembles validity checking for
(_a
 1
)(\a
 2
)(_a
 3
) E. . The atoms bn+i and b$n+i serve to fix the
choice #i in possible worlds of p>q. One can then make use
of Observation 1 and describe the collection of tests as a left-
nested counterfactual.
We prove the correctness of the transformation. In what
follows, let
S$=[a
 2
, a

$2 , c],
S$.=S$ _ [bi , bn+i : .(bi)=true, 1in]
_ [b$i , b$n+i : .(bi)= false, 1in]
for every truth value assignment . to b

. We observe that
S$. < p>q (check that S$. _ [ p] is consistent and logi-
cally implies q) and that S$. <% r. We show that any
W # F( p>q, S) such that W <% r must be of the form S$.
for some .. To conclude this, we note some facts (a)(e)
about any W # F( p>q, S):
(a) c # W. Since c # S and for each U # F( p, W), it
holds U < c, this follows from the maximality of W.
(b) [bi , b$i]3 W, for each i=1, ..., 2n. Assume that
[bi , b$i]W for some i. Since [bi , b$i , p] is consistent, there
exists a U # F( p, W) such that [bi , b$i]U. As p # U, we
have U < cc; hence, U <% q. This implies W <% p>q,
which is a contradiction to W # F( p>q, S).
(c) [bi , b$i] & W{<, for each i=n+1, ..., 2n. Assume
that [bi , b$i] & W=< for some i. Consider U # F( p, W).
Then, U _ [cb"i] is consistent (note that bi and b$i do not
occur in p1); hence, U <% q, which implies W <% p>q. Thus,
W  F( p>q, S), which is a contradiction.
(d) If S$W, then [bi , b$i] & W{< for each
i=1, ..., n. Assume that [bi , b$i] & W=< for some i. From
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(a) and (b) we infer that T=S$ _ (W&[a
 1
, a

$1]) is consis-
tent with p. Furthermore, T is a maximal subset of this
property; hence, T _ [ p] # F( p, W). It holds, as readily
checked, that T _ [ p, cb"i] is consistent; hence, T, p <% q.
This implies W  F( p>q, S), which is a contradiction.
(e) If S$W, then bi # W iff bn+i # W, and b$i # W iff
b$n+i # W, for each i=1, ..., n. Note that from (b)(d),
exactly one of bj and b$j belongs to W, for each j=1, ..., 2n.
Assume the claim is false and consider the case
bi # W, bn+i  W (the other cases are similar). From (c) it
follows that b$n+i # W. Now observe that [bi , b$n+i , c] is
consistent with p; hence, by (a) there exists U,
[bi , b$n+i , c]UW such that U _ [ p] # F( p, W).
Notice that U, p < bi 7cbn+i ; hence, U, p <% bi #bn+i ,
and thus U, p <% q. This implies W  F( p>q, S), which is
a contradiction.
Now let W # F( p>q, S) such that W <% r. This implies
that [a
 1
, a

$1] & W=<. Furthermore, W contains by (b) at
most one of bi and b$i , for each i=1, ..., 2n. Consequently,
WS$. for some .; by maximality of W, it follows that
W=S$. .
At this point we have shown that S < ( p>q)>r iff S$. is
not a maximal TS such that T < p>q, for each .. We
show next that for each ., this problem essentially reduces
to deciding whether S$ in construction (4) is not a maximal
TS such that S$ < p>q. We note the following fact on
construction (6).
(f ) Let W # F( p>q, S) such that S$W. Then, for
each U # F( p, W), we have (i) bi # U iff bi # W, for each
i=1, ..., n and (ii) b$i # U iff b$i # W, for each i=1, ..., n. To
show (i), it clearly remains to show that bi # W implies
bi # U. Assume hence that bi # W. Then, from (e) follows
bn+i # W. Check that U # [ p, bn+i] is consistent (from (b)
follows b$n+i  U); hence, by maximality of U, we have
bn+i # U. Furthermore, we have that U, p < q (as
W < p>q), and q < bi #bn+i ; hence, it follows that
U, p < bi . By the maximality of U, it follows that bi # U.
The proof of (ii) is analogous.
Informally, (f), together with the facts from above, means
that in testing whether S$. # F( p>q, S), we can substitute
for each atom of b

, b

$, and b

" either  or = in S, p, and q
depending on ., such that the problem is equivalent to the
issue if S$ # F( p1>q1 , S1), given that S$ < p1>q1 , where
the formula E in p1 is replaced by E. .
We show now that S < ( p>q)>r iff 8 is valid.
(o) Let . be any truth value assignment to b
 0
. Then,
there exists a truth value assignment  to a
 1
such that
\a
 2
_a
 3
(E.) is valid. Let
W .=S$. _ [a1, i : (a1, i)=true] _ [a$1, i : (a1, i)= false].
We claim that W . < ( p>q). To show this, consider any
U # F( p, W .). There are two cases.
Case 1: [a2, i , a$2, i]U, for some i=1, ..., n2 . Then
U logically implies the left disjunct of p1 ; hence, U < q1 .
From the maximality of U, it follows that U & [b

, b

$]=
W & [b

, b

$], and hence U < b

". Thus, U < q.
Case 2: [a2, i , a$2, i]3 U, for every i=1, ..., n2 . Check
that for any choice #i from [a2, i , a$2, i], for i=1, ..., n2 , the
set U#=W .&[#i : i=1, ..., n2] is consistent with p1 . Con-
sequently, U is of the form U# _ [ p] for some #. It follows
that U < q.
Thus W . < p>q. Notice that S$. /W . and that every
T # F( p>q, S) such that W . T fulfills T < r. Since .
was arbitrary, it follows that S$.  F( p>q, S) for every ..
This implies that S < ( p>q)>r.
( O ) Assume that S < ( p>q)>r. Let . be an arbitrary
truth value assignment . to b
 0
. Then, we have that
S$.  F( p>q, S); i.e., there exists a T # F( p>q, S) such
that S$. /T. From fact (e), it follows that bi , bn+i # W iff
.(bi)=true and b$i , b$n+i # W iff .(bi)= false, for each
i=1, ..., n. Using (f), one shows along the line of the ( O )
part of the proof of Lemma 5.3 that |T & [a1, i , a$1, i ]|=1
holds for each i=1, ..., n1 and that the formula
(_a
 1
)(\a
 2
)(_a
 3
) E. is valid. Since . was arbitrary, it follows
that 8 is valid. This concludes the ( O ) part and the proof
of the theorem. K
The main result of this section follows from Theorems 5.2
and 5.4; it indicates that nesting in the premise is computa-
tionally much harder than nesting in the conclusion.
Corollary 5.5. Given S and c=( p>q)>r, deciding
whether S < c is 6 P4 -complete.
Iteration in left-nestings appears to be conceptually quite
involved, and the relevance of such statements in practice
seems to be questionable; we do not know of a simple,
intuitive example. Concerning evaluation, the following
upper bound can be derived by straightforward induction
on k (cf. Proposition 2.1 and proof of Theorem 5.2):
Proposition 5.6. Let S be a knowledge base and c be a
positive iterated left-nested counterfactual with nesting depth
less than k, for a fixed k1. Then, deciding whether S < c
is in 6 P2k .
It is not clear whether this bound can be improved. We
conjecture that it extends to completeness for 6 P2k and that
the full language of iterated left-nested counterfactuals is
PSPACE-complete.
As opposed to right-nested counterfactuals, negation
does not lead to an increase in the complexity of left-nested
counterfactuals. While evaluating statements p>(q> r)
over a knowledge base is 6 P3 -complete, evaluating
( p> q)>r is in 6 P4 (for an algorithm, just add in the algo-
rithm PLNCF1 a negation in front of calls to CF.) Similarly
negation also does not lead in iterated left-nestings to an
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increase in complexity, which follows by results in the next
section.
6. MIXED COUNTERFACTUALS
In this section, we finally consider the mix of nestings in
the premise and the conclusion. The simplest statements of
this type are ( p>q)>(r>s) and p>((q>r)>s). Notice
that such statements are quite contrived. As with iterated
left-nested counterfactuals, mixed counterfactuals seem to
be more of theoretical interest than relevant to practice.
Intuitively, one might expect that the mix of left-and
right-nestings yields PSPACE-completeness. However, it
appears that right-nesting does not increase complexity. In
particular, both statements from above have no higher com-
plexity than a left-nested statement ( p>q)>r and can be
evaluated in the 6 P4 . This will be derived as a consequence
of the following property.
Proposition 6.1. Let C1 , C2 C such that for any given
S and c1 # C1 , c2 # C2 deciding S < c1 is in 2Pk and S < c2 is
in 6 Pk+1 , for some fixed k1. Then, deciding S < c1>c2 is
in 6 Pk+1.
Proof. By definition, S <% c1>c2 iff W <% c2 for some
W # F(c1 , S). From the hypothesis, it follows that a guess
for W # F(c1 , S) can be verified with one call to a 6 Pk oracle
(ask whether W < c1 and for every W $ s.t. W/W $S,
W $ <% c1); moreover, since W <% c2 is in 7Pk+1, a polyno-
mial size guess for a proof of this fact can be verified in poly-
nomial time with a 6 Pk oracle. Consequently, deciding
S <% c1>c2 is in 7Pk+1 , and therefore deciding S < c1>c2
is in 6 Pk+1. K
The next theorem is a straightforward application of this
proposition. Let for any class C$C denote by clprn(C$) the
closure of C$ under positive right-nesting, which is the
smallest superset of C$ such that :>; # clprn(C$) for every
: # C$ _ L and ; # clprn(C$) _ C$ _ L.
Define sequences 1 i[C$] and Ei[C], i0, by
1 0[C$]=C$, 1 i+1[C$]=clprn(1 i[C$]),
E0[C$]=C$, E i+1[C$]=clprn(E i[C$]
_ [cc : c # Ei[C$]]).
Since clprn( } ) is monotonic, clearly 1 i[C$]Ei[C$] for
every i0, and the sequences have the limits 1 [C$]=
i0 1 i[C$] and E[C$]=i0 Ei[C$], respectively. It is
easily seen that 1 [<] is the class of all positive counter-
factuals and that E [<]=E [C$]=C. Note that
1 2[<], and hence, also E 2[<] contains the statements
( p>q)>(r>s) and p>((q>r)>s) from the beginning of
this section.
Theorem 6.2. Let C$C such that evaluation of every
c # C$ over any given knowledge base S is in 2Pk , for some
k1. Then, deciding S < c for any c # Ei[C$], i1, is in
6 Pk+2i&1.
Proof. From Proposition 6.1 and the hypothesis, it
follows by structural induction on c # clprn(C$) that deciding
S < c is in 6 Pk+1 , and hence the statement holds for i=1.
Induction on i and the structure of formulas in E i[C$] gives
the result (note that deciding S < c for c # Ei[C$] _
[cc$ : c$ # Ei[C$]] is in 6Pk+2i&1 _ 7
P
k+2i&1 2
P
k+2i). K
This result allows us to derive a number of complexity
bounds for different classes of mixed nested counterfactuals.
It is not difficult to see that 1 i[<] (a fragment of Ei[<])
contains precisely those nested counterfactuals c which are
positive and whose left-nesting depth is less than i, where the
left-nesting depth of c is the maximal number of >-nodes v
on any path in the formula tree for c such that v is a left
descendant of the preceding >-node. (A similar charac-
terization of Ei[<] can be found.) For example,
( p>q)>((r>s)>t) has left-nesting depth 1. In particular,
1 1[<] is the class of positive right-nested counterfactuals.
Concerning E i[<], we note that this class includes all left-
and right-nested counterfactuals of the form :>; whose
nesting depth is less than i. From Theorems 4.6, 4.7, 6.2 and
Corollary 5.5 we thus obtain the following.
Corollary 6.3. Given a knowledge base S and
c # Ek[<] for constant k1, then deciding S < c is in 6 P2k
and 6 Pk+1 -hard. For k=2, deciding S < c is 6 P4 -complete,
and hard even for positive left-nested c. Moreover, deciding
S < c for c # E[<] is PSPACE-complete.
The complexity of 1 [<], i.e., the positive mixed coun-
terfactuals, seems to be strictly tied to the one of iterated
left-nestings. This view is supported by the results
on Ei[<] above, which allow us to derive that bounded
left-nesting, even with arbitrary positive right-nesting but
bounded negative right-nesting, does not give all of
PSPACE; in fact, it can be easily shown that each nested
counterfactual c with left-nesting depth less than k and
negation depth less than or equal to l is contained in
Ek+l[<].
7. RELATED WORK AND CONCLUSION
Complexity characterizations of evaluating counterfac-
tuals are given in [37, 23, 16, 17]. Grahne and Mendelzon
[17] considered subjunctive queries in a different
framework, where the knowledge base is given by a set
of models KB and updates are performed according to
Winslett’s method [36], which operates as follows. Let for
each model M in KB, denote Min(M, p) the set of models
of the update formula p that are closest to M, which are
those models whose sets of atoms on which they differ from
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M are minimal with respect to set inclusion. Then, the result
of updating KB with p is the union M # KB Min(M, p). The
relation between Winslett’s update operator and the one by
Fagin et al. has been investigated in [19, 9]. In particular,
Corollary 4.2 in [17] implies that evaluating nested coun-
terfactuals under this update semantics is PSPACE-
complete.
A large account to hypothetical reasoning in databases
has been given by Bonner [2, 3, 4], who studied extensions
of Horn clause logic in which rules can hypothetically add
facts to a relational database by means of embedded
implications [22]. For example, a rule of the form
A  B[add : C] intuitively means ‘‘infer A if inserting C
allows the inference of B.’’ Note, however, that the fact C is
always consistent with the current database and that no
facts are removed from the database in the course of a
hypothetical addition. This is a salient difference to the revi-
sion framework we considered. Bonner showed that func-
tion-free Horn logic extended with hypothetical additions is
PSPACE-complete [3]. Moreover, he extended that logic,
which has an intuitionistic semantics, by negation-as-failure
and analyzed stratified rule-bases; as shown in [2],
stratified rule-bases with at most k strata are data-complete
for 7Pk . The results of the previous sections imply that there
exists an efficient translation from evaluating right-nested
counterfactuals to inference from stratified rule-bases and
vice versa. However, a short, intuitive such translation is
not at hand. Likewise, a simple efficient transformation
from intuitionistic propositional logic, which is well-known
PSPACE-complete [30], is not evident.
Our work contributes to the recent effort in giving a
precise complexity characterization of nonmonotonic
reasoning in the full propositional context, cf. [24, 37, 23,
27, 9, 32] (see [6] for an overview), extending previous
results for restricted contexts, (cf. [20, 31, 29, 5]). Such a
characterization supports a better understanding of the
computational relationships between various forms of non-
monotonic reasoning, e.g., efficient intertranslatability.
Furthermore, the precise complexity of a problem gives
us a clue of its computational difficulty and may provide
insight to sources of complexity. For counterfactuals, these
sources are classical inference (S < p) and the many
knowledge bases that are possible after incorporating a
change. Fortunately, a sequence of changes is not a source
of complexity. Since 6 P2 -complete problems are most
likely much harder than NP-complete problems, our
results suggest that methods such as GSAT [28] for
efficient handling of NP-complete problems are most
likely not applicable to nested counterfactuals. However,
GSAT can be fruitfully applied for proving S <% p1>
( p2> } } } ( pn>q) } } } ) if all propositional formulas are Horn
clauses. It remains to find alternatives for the inadequate
GSAT method that allow to handle nested counterfactuals
satisfactorily. One way would be to find an approximation
of the semantics which can be fast computed, along the ideas
of the work in [7]. Another way would be to look whether
more general methods and techniques for approximating
PSPACE-complete problems are applicable; however, the
work on the design of approximation algorithms for such
problems is currently at an early stage [8].
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